There is a letter missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line beside each word with the missing letter.

_E__LY

_NC_

_E__TUR_

_H__RTE_

_AL__NE

_BE__A__

_FA__LE

_J__ENIE

A. really
B. balance
C. since
D. fragile
E. juvenile
F. became
G. lecture
H. shorten
4th Grade Missing Letters

Grade 4 Spelling Worksheet

There is a letter missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line beside each word with the missing letter.

_E__LY  REALLY     _  _  NC_  SINCE

_E_TUR_  LECTURE     _H_RTE_  SHORTEN

_AL_N_E  BALANCE     BE_A_  BECAME

F_A_LE  FRAGILE      J__ENI_E  JUVENILE

A. really  B. balance  C. since  D. fragile
E. juvenile  F. became  G. lecture  H. shorten